In this paper we formulate Markov Decision Processes with Random Horizon (MDPRH). We show the optimality equation for the M D P N , however there may not exist optimal stationary strategies! or â‚¬-optim stationary strategies for the processes. When the MDPRH has the probability distribution for the planning horizon with infinite support! we show Turnpike Planning Horizon Theorem. Then we evaluate rolling strategies and develop an algorithm obtaining an optimal first stage decision. Finally, some numerical experiments on a simple inventory mode1 are done to understand the phenome~a.
planning horizon is infinite, it is much more difficult to solve the problem, because in this case we can not solve the optimality equation by backward induction. So we adopt a rolling horizon strategy to obtain an optimal strategy, that is, first we obtain the Turnpike Planning Horizon for MDPRH and solve the problem under its horizon. Shapiro [8] shows the existence of the Turnpike Planning Horizon for the homogeneous Discounted MDP. This paper is related to the researches of Bean and Smith [2] , Sethi and Bhaskaran [7] , and Bes and Sethi [3] . They analyse their problems respectively by means of Forecast and Decision Horizon approach similar to Turnpike Planning Horizon one. Bean and Smith [2] treats deterministic decision problems and Sethi and Bhaskaran [7] and Bes and Sethi [3] consider the discounted MDPs. In addition Alden and Smith [l] discusses about the Rolling Horizon Procedure which leads non-optimal decisions sequentially by solving a fixed finite horizon problem iteratively but they also obtain its error bound. Hopp, Bean and Smith141 considers the condition for the existence of an optimal strategy for the non-homogeneous non-Discounted MDP under a weak ergodicity assumption.
In section 2 we first formulate the MDPRH precisely and derive the optimality equation for the MDPRH. In section 3 we describe about nature of an optimal strategy in the case that the support of the probability distribution for the planning horizon is infinite. In section 4 we give an algorithm for solving the MDPRH based on the nature derived in section 3.
In Section 5 some concluding remarks are stated.
Definition
Let (a, F, P) denote the underlying probability space. Let Z = { O , 1,2, -}be the set of nonnegative integers. Consider a discrete-time non-homogeneous Markov Decision Model wit h (i) countable state space S, (ii) measurable action space A endowed with a-field A containing all one-point subsets of A, (iii) sets of action A(s) available at S E S, where A(s) is a element of A, (iv) transition probabilities {pt(j\i, a)} at stage t , t E 2, where for each i, j E S, pt[j \i, a) is nonnegative and measurable in a, and for each i ? S, a E A(s), pt ( j li, a) = 1 , f e z , (v) sets of reward functions {rt(i, a)} at stage t, t E Z, where the function rt(i, a) is measurable in a, (vi) sets of salvage cost functions {ct(i, a)} when the project end at stage t, t E Z, where the function ct(i, a ) is measurable in a. The salvage cost is the incurred cost to stop the project and may depend on the state and action at that stage. Assumption 2.1 For each stage, reward functions and salvage cost functions are assumed to be bounded, that is, Let a function ut : S Ã' A, t ? Z be a decision function with ut(st) ? A(st). The sequence U = (ut, t E Z ) is called a strategy. Let I1 denote the set of all strategies. We also use the notation nu = (uo, uh . . . , anpi) to represent first n decisions in U.
In this model, we also set, (vii) a probability distribution ft with which the project end at stage t, t G Z. A = A U {a'}. Clearly once a strategy U G II and initial state S are specified, transition probabilities are determined completely. Accordingly a probability measure P: is induced. We denote the corresponding expectation operator by Er. For a fixed n we consider the n-horizon problem. When the process starts with an initial state s under a strategy U, the expected total reward for the n-horizon problem is given by Note that the expected reward V(s, U, n) depends only on the first n decisions n u in each U. Now we can describe the n-horizon and N-horizon optimal decision problem. The n-horizon problem is defined as sup V(s,u,n) = ~m t (~~, A t )
, for each S. uen i t=o 1 A strategy u*(n) Q. I1 is called an optimal strategy for the n-horizon problem if for each s G S, V(s, u*(n), n) = supucn V(s, U, n). It should be also noted that an optimal strategy for n-horizon problem depends only on the first n decisions in each U.
On the other hand, for the random N-horizon problem, we set Similarly a strategy U* G 11 is called an optimal strategy for the random N-horizon problem if for each s G S, V(s, U*) = supuEn V(s, U).
Let e be an arbitrary nonnegative constant. Then a strategy uz(n) is called e-optimal strategy for the n-horizon problem if for each s G S, Now we consider the optimality equation for the MDPRH. Let at be a probability which the project is still continuing at stage (t + 1) under condition that it has continued until stage t, that is,
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When the process is in state i and action a is used at stage t , the expected reward we get is Let v*(i) denote a maximal value which we can get after the stage t when the process is in state i at stage t . Therefore we can get the optimality equation as follows,
When the support of the probability distribution for the plannig horizon is finite, we can easily obtain the solution of the problem, analogously as in an ordinary finite horizon problem, by applying the backward induction met hod to the optimality equation(2.8) wit h setting
where n is a maximal value of the support of { ft , t E Z } .
Optimal Strategies when the support of the probability distribution for the planning horizon is infinite
In this section we discuss the MDPRHs which have the infinite support of the probability distribution for the planning horizon. When the support is finite, we can obtain an optimal strategy by applying the backward induction met hod to the optimality equation. However, we can not use such a way in the case that the support is infinite. Therefore we discuss this problem based on the idea that if the optimal strategies for the finite horizon problem approach a particular strategy for the infinite support problem, we will consider that strategy as the optimal one. Works of Hopp, Bean and Smith [4] , Bes and Sethi [3] are based on this idea, too.
In order to discuss above, we now define a metric topology on the set of all strategies 11.
The metric p below is the same one which Bean and Smith [2] uses.
where Now we introduce the optimality criterion of periodic forecast horizon (PFH) optimality which is defined in Hopp, Bean and Smith [4] . (11, p) is a metric space. Also, if p(u, U ) < e < 1 , for all n < -log2 e and Smit h [2] .
(II, p) is a compact metric space.
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Let IIt = {ut} for all t E 2. We define the discrete topology pt(ut, U,) = 2'ri>t(ut, U;) on them. Then the theorem below holds. proof. See [3] and its references.
O When S and A are finite sets, a compactness of 11 is ensured. Let u*(n) 6 11 be an optimal strategy for n-horizon problem and II* be a set of cluster points of all the sequences {u*(n)}, that is, a set of PFH-optimal strategies, and let tII* = { t~\ u 6 IIU} t E 2. Note that since V ( s , U, n) is continuous in U and 11 is compact, II* is a nonempty set.
From the definition of V(s, U), we have the following proposition. Hereafter we assume the following.
Assumption 3.2 The expectation of the planning horizon is finite.
Now we discuss the existence of optimal strategy for the MDPRH with infinite support. Before the discussion we show the following lemma.
proof.
For any e > 0, there exists M, such that max {R, C} ~k s^. at < G. Therefore we get a 6 such that M < -log2 6, Then for any U 6 11 such that p[u, U') < 6, Theorem 3.6 (existence) Under assumptions 2.1,3.1 and 3.2 , there exists a PFH-optimal strategy for the MDPRH. proof. Since 11 is compact, V(s, U) is uniformly continuous on II. Thus there exists an strategy U* E 11 such that V(s, U*) = maxven V(s, v) Therefore there exists a PFH-optimal strategy for the MDPRH U* II.
Next we show the two lemmas, which lead to Turnpike Planning Horizon Theorem. 
D
There may not necessarily exists a stationary deterministic strategy or stationary randomized strategy for the MDPRH (see Appendix). An optimal strategy we wish to know may be non-stationary, so it is difficult to get it directly. Therefore we begin with showing that a theorem similar to Turnpike Planning Horizon Theorem which Shapiro [8] shows for the homogeneous Discounted MDP holds for this MDPRH. We introduce the following two not at ions, F = {^U : U E n*} : a set of optimal decisions at the first stage for the random N -horizon problem, and F(n) = {lu : U = u*(n)} : a set of optimal decisions at the first stage for the n-horizon problem.
Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3.9 (Turnpike Planning Horizon Theorem)
There exists some L such that for a n y n > L , F ( n ) C F.
proof. Assume as the contrary that there does not exist such a number L. Then there exists an integer Ml such that the first decision of some optimal strategy for the Ml horizon problem is not contained in F , and there exists an integer My{ > Ml) similarly. So we obtain a sequence of strategies {u*(Mi)} such that lu* (Mi) f! F for all i. Since 11 is compact, there exist S m(Mi hand, a subsequence {U* (m(Mi) l*, P(u**, u*(m(M))) < c, from the definition U** E )} such that its limit is U** G II. Thus for sufficient large so lu** = l~* ( m ( M i ) ) .
Therefore ^U** if-F. On the other n*, and from the lemma 3.8 U** G II*. Thus lu** c F, which is a contradiction. From the above theorem we can make a first optimal decision by solving the sufficient large n-horizon problem. It should be noted that there exits an optimal rolling strategy.
Algorithm for finding an optimal first decision
Although the Turnpike Planning Horizon Theorem in the above section states the existence of the turnpike horizon, the theorem shows no way for finding it. Hence in this section we investigate an algorithm for finding an optimal first decision or â‚¬-optim first decision. If we can find an optimal first decision, next we pay attention to the second stage, that is, we consider the second stage as the first stage, and then apply the same algorithm to it.
By means of continuing this procedure at third, fourth, . . . stage, we can find a sequence of optimal decisions one by one, that is, an optimal rolling strategy. Above procedures corresponds to identifing the PFH-optimal strategy gradually, that is, making the neighborhood of PFH-optimal strategy small.
Let on denotes a set of strategies such that its first decision is not included in F i n ) ,
Then the following theorem holds. From the above theorem we can find a first decision which is not optimal and then remove it. In consequence we propose an algorithm which decreases the number of decisions possible to be optimal by iterating the above check. The following algorithm finds either an optimal first decision or an E-optimal decision. Algorithm 4.3 step 1. S e t t = 1. step 2. Let 6, = max {R, C} xzt+l HEl at.
and Ft is singleton, Stop. Its decision is an optimal first one. step 4. If < e, Stop. Its decision is an â‚¬-optim first one. step 5. t = t + l , and goto step 2.
Remark 4.4
From the theorem 3.6 the above algorithm stops in a finite number of steps. Remark 4.5 If 11* is singleton, the above algorithm can find an optimal first decision in a finite number of steps. It is discussed by Bes and Sethi131 that FT is not rarely singleton.
As a numerical example, we consider an following inventory problem. An item has a lifetime distribution an account of its lifecycle or appearance of a new item. We consider that this distribution corresponds to the random horizon previously stated. We denote its distribution by {ft}. When the project end, all remaining items may be sent back at a salvage cost per unit.
Here we assume that one-period demand, Q, follows i.i.d.Poisson distribution. Let at denotes the amount of order. So the amount of stock satisfies a following relation, Accordingly the problem is to maximize the total expected reward :
Now we assume that the data are as follows, so = 5 , S = -5, S = 20. The expected value of the demands in one-period is 7.
Then let the salvage cost per unit be 7. We examine how the probability distribution for the planning horizon cause the change of the first optimal decisions. We use the following composite distribution of Poisson distribut ions, (4.7)
which enables us to arrange various combinations of values of the mean and coefficient of variation of the distribution by changing Al and As. We calculate the optimal decisions for amount of orders at the first stage and the Turnpike planning horizons for the cases in which means are 2,3,5,10,15,20,30,50, and coefficients of variation are 0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0. The results of caluculations are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . we can see two tendencies in this inventory problem, one is that quality of order at the first stage increases as the mean horizon increases, and the other is that it decreases as the coefficient of variation increases. The numerical result shows the interesting behaviour that when the coefficient of variation is 1.0, the first optimal decisions are always 5. In this numerical example, when the coefficient of variation is 1.0, AI becomes very small for each emans, which suggests the probability that the project will end soon is fairly large. Thus the first decision for amount of order is expected to become small. From theses results the optimal first decisions are considered to depend on the shape of the probability distribution for the planning horizon much.
. Conclusion
In this paper we formulate Markov Decision Processes with Random Planning Horizon, which are described analogously as Markov Decision Processes with time varying discount rates. For the processes there may not exist optimal stationary strategies, so we evaluate rolling strategies derived by using the result of Turnpike Horizon Theorem. An algorithm obtaining an optimal first stage decision is proposed and some numerical experiments on a simple inventory model with random planning horizon are done to understand the phenomena. As a result of numerical experiments, we found certainly that the optimal first decisions depend on the shape of the probability distribution for the planning horizon.
Since from (a) we have and we obtain Therefore it is seen formally that action b is optimal at state 2. Now fix Pi = 1, ft = $ so that the expected rewards of deterministic stationary strategies which is maximized at a* = q. The expected reward associated with this a* is Given initial state 1, the randomized stationary strategy TT* associated with a* is the best among all stationary strategies.
Define the strategy U as follows,
The expected reward of this strategy is
From the fact mentioned above, it is seen that for e < 0.88 -0.830019 there does not exist an â‚¬-optim randomized stationary strategy.
